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Introduction
 What is the DXtwin and why has it been developed?
The DXtwin is the STARVAC GROUP’s very latest innovation in mechanical palpate/roll
massage technology. Building on more than 40 years’ experience in the field of beauty and
health, we have combined the most advanced technological knowledge, which has been
granted two new patents, to produce a revolutionary device designed for the treatment of
cellulite and the redefining of body contours.
The palpate and roll massage technique has proved its effectiveness for a number of years. It
helps to dislodge the fatty tissue (commonly known as cellulite) that accumulates in the
subcutaneous layer.
The massage is performed with palpating movements over folds in the outer cutaneous
surface, followed by a rolling action over the same area, hence the term palpate and roll.
The DXtwin is a device for professional depressotherapy (treatment by vacuum suction)
which has various accessories and specific treatment protocols to help achieve three main
objectives:
 To assist lipolysis : that is the melting of fat cells through the elimination of fibrous
tissue and the reduction of adipose masses.
 To re-generate blood and lymphatic circulation : the draining and micro-stimulation
actions of the treatment help to eliminate toxins and unblock subcutaneous tissue.
 To redefine body contours : the stimulation of elastin fibres leads to a smootherlooking and better-toned skin.
 To glow the complexion : by three combinated actions like tonification, regeneration
and drainage.

Cellulite fat is resistant to calory-control and weight-loss, which makes the DXtwin a major
and indispensable tool in slimming treatments.

With its advanced technology DXTWIN is the first device to offer a perfect
mastery of connective tissues!
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Description
 The DXtwin and its navigation screen

Esthétique : Stretch marks; Facial treatment; Scarring; Cellulite; Neckline;
Treatments for men

Relaxation : Drainage; Heavy legs ; Relaxation
Sport : Tendinitis; Sprain; Muscle spasm; Muscle tear; Stiffness; Performance
Thérapeutique : Rheumatology; Sprain; Vascular problems; Scarring; Oedema
Haematoma; Burns
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Once the appropriate programme is selected, the welcome screen appears showing the
following information:
-The 4 types of treatment with the recommended duration for each protocol.
-The frequency: displays a faster or slower rate of the pulse mode.
-The treatment cycle: in pulse mode, this displays the percentage of strong aspiration.
The pulse mode alternates between a strong and a weaker aspiration, the latter allowing for
the treatment of very painful cellulite.
This key enables the operator to move from using the EVOspheres to using the
NEOcups.
The cotton-flower key shifts the action from continuous mode to pulse mode.
Returns to the preceding page.
Returns to the welcome page.
The help screen gives a summary of how to use the main functions of the touch
screen.
The controls: Statistics; Modification of client files; Screen adjustment; Sound;
Indication of the functioning of the device.
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THE DXTWIN AND ITS ACCESSORIES
Pilot
The integrated system provides instant regulation of
intensity at any moment during treatment, thereby
allowing very precise adjustment to each treatment zone and to
the reaction of the client. It also has a Start and Pause function for
more rapid manipulation, as well as a visual indicator of the level of
aspiration. Each accessory has its own individual safety
connection. The command panel provides
perfect regulation and control of treatment

NEOcups
 A new more ergonomic shape makes for easy manipulation


three sizes allow for different uses
 perfectly adaptable to the treatment area
 the NEOcups are made of transparent material, any skin reaction or sign of
engorgement is instantly visible
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NEOlifts





3 suction heads dedicate to facial treatments
usefull on small area (scars, stretch marks, wrinkles)
different shapes according to their specific uses
Pulsed mode optimized for the anti-aging treatment
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EVOspheres (A STARVAC innovation, granted a new patent)
Asymmetric motion a double fold of skin.
 allowing a deep elimination of fibrosis
 favouring a re-firming of the tissues
 adipocyte reduction
 ideal for treating flabby thighs and buttocks

HANDS FREE
APPLICATION
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EVO3D (A STARVAC innovation, granted a new patent)

This is the first palpate and roll treatment head to use three rollers irregularly
positioned at different widths and heights, such that two cutaneous folds of different
thicknesses are formed. The three rollers are removable, making the EVO3D very
easy to clean.
Thank’s to this unique technologie and by the fact that the
rollers are thin, the Dxtwin provide a very effective work
using a low aspiration.
The EVO3D ergonomic shape softly
applied bring a great sensation of
Well-being.
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THE DXTWIN AND ITS SPECIALIZED COSMETIC RANGE

The DXTWIN technology makes it unique in the palpate/roll market because it is the only
one that enables the operator to use a cosmetic product at the same time as an accessory.

Amincissante cream
This is for use with all cellulite treatments as it contains active slimming ingredients,
facilitates the movement of the EVO3D and is totally water-soluble, making cleaning
simple and effective.
Lecithin : encourages the circulation of fatty matter and prevents it from becoming
trapped
Caffeine : has a diuretic effect and limits the depositing of fat cells, working also to
micro-stimulate the tissues locally, hindering congestion and helping drainage
Guarana : is a plant containing a substance with a high concentration of caffeine (the
highest in the world), increasing the metabolic and fat-burning rates

Cryoactive drainage cream
The Drainage Cream is used for treating heavy legs.
Menthol : to give an intense refreshing and stimulating effect
witch-hazel vegetable extracts : contain a vasoconstrictive property that decongests
ruscus
and activates micro-circulation
ivy
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Regenerant serum
It is used in the treatment of scars, stretch marks and wrinkles.
Organic silicium : works on the regeneration of subcutaneous tissues
Vitamin C : powerful antioxidant, aids in the reconstituting of damaged and
stretched tissues

Restructuring gel
The gel is used in facial treatments and especially for improving tonicity.
Royal jelly : contains a large proportion of proteins, amino-acids and vitamins, giving
it highly nutritive qualities that stimulate epidermic regeneration

Purifying gel
This gel is used in facial treatments, particulary in lymphatique drainage.
Tomato : astringent and anteseptic
Aloes : softening and refreshing, toning and astringent properties. It is used to
decongest the skin and has a lightening effect.
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Setting up the treatment
 Bodycare expertise
The Starvac Group has developed a bodycare expertise booklet specifically to go with
the DXTwin. First of all this will help the beautician to establish good relations and an
atmosphere of confidence with the client, but more particularly help in the choice of
the most suitable treatment protocol to achieve the best results. Understanding lifestyle, determining the type of cellulite, diagnosing specific problems …
This is a work tool for the beautician, enhancing her professional skills.
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The choice of treatment protocol
After clinical trials, beauty and health professionals have determined the most
suitable protocols for each case that is the number of sessions, the duration and
frequency of the treatment.
Here are some examples of protocols to adopt:

Stretch marks and scarring
24 sessions : 3 times a week

Facials
16 sessions : twice a week

Cellulite
12 sessions : twice a week
For heavy cellulite
18 sessions : twice a week

Men’s treatments
10 sessions : twice a week

Neckline
12 sessions : 3 times a week

Overall drainage and heavy legs
15 sessions : 3 times a week
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Marketing


New patents

The DXtwin offers two newly patented innovations, the EVO3D and the EVOspheres.
Communication based on a novelty, a completely new operating principle.



Institutional poster

Communication based on a strong image of the brand. Well-known and reputable company
with 40 years’ experience in the beauty and medical fields, French-made, sold in 45
countries in all 5 continents, international patents



work tools

Appointments diary, bodycare expertise booklet.
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Dual communication
Beauty care

Therapeutic care
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Advertisement in Les Nouvelles Esthétiques magazine
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PERSONALIZATION

The DXTWIN can be personalized in various ways: incorporation of a logo (institute, centre,
brand, and sports team), choice of colour of the decorative fascia panel, choice of image.

__________________________________________________
6 Colour options for the fascia panel (Pastel blue, Lime tree green, Apple red, Fuschia pink,
Silver, Metallic grey) and 2 theme (Nalio, Fluvia)
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